INTRODUCTION
There is growing uptake of shared memory parallelism in high performance computing, and this has increased the need for data race checking during the creation of new parallel codes or parallelizing existing sequential codes. While race checking concepts and implementations have been around for many concurrency models, including tasking models such as Cilk and PThreads (e.g., the Thread Sanitizer tool), practically usable race checkers for other APIs such as OpenMP have been lagging. For example, the OpenMP parallelization of an important library (namely Hypre) was initially unsuccessful due to inexplicable nondeterminism introduced when the code was optimized, and later root-caused to a race by the then recently developed OpenMP race checker Archer [2] . The open-source Archer now enjoys significant traction within several organizations.
While the high precision and recall of tools such as Archer and the more recently introduced tools Sword [3] and ROMP [4] have given a significant boost to OpenMP race checking, detecting races efficiently alone does not mean that designers can debug expeditiously. To appreciate this, consider the simple OpenMP program in Figure 1 (the DRB017 benchmark from DataRaceBench [5] ). DataRaceBench's authors report that Archer detects between 2 and 255 races for this microbenchmark (which we verified). We adapted and tested this program in an MPI environment, with 32 processes all running the same loop, obtaining a report with over 3,000 race Permission to make digital or hard copies of part or all of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. Copyrights for third-party components of this work must be honored. For all other uses, contact the owner/author(s warnings. The reason is obvious: inside each process, different instances of lines 8 and 9 run, causing essentially the same race to be reported.
Figure 3: ToolGear displaying ArcherGear's race reports
Key questions we ask in this study are: (1) what are some of the different ways in which one can "deduplicate" races? (2) which of these approaches helps root-cause the bug to a minimally required set of lines to be fixed? Despite these questions being central, we could not find prior studies. 1 In this paper, we describe ArcherGear, a tool that de-duplicates data races using a versatile suite of approaches. It compares the stack traces generated during each triggering of a race; it identifies which MPI processes exhibited which data races; and it provides a menu of user-selectable methods for race equivalencing (see Figures 2,3 ). In the rest of this paper, we describe the tool architecture, the principles of race equivalencing, While the design goal of ArcherGear is to serve as an adjunct to Archer, we also wanted to maximally exploit existing tools, and also make the tool potentially targetable from other HPC race checkers. For these reasons, design of ArcherGear presents the aggregated races using a system called Tool-Gear [6], a general purpose stack trace viewer used within other debugging tools such as MemCheckView used at DOE labs. We also emit the data via JSON files, thus allowing similar data to be generated from other race checkers. ArcherGear is also equipped to handle MPI/OpenMP hybrid programs, ascribing races to specific processes. The purpose of any data race equivalence approach is to employ easily mined run-time facts to give maximum debugging help while also proving effective in practice. Given that Archer already dumps the function call upon encountering a race, our equivalence relations are defined with respect to these stack traces. Races such as in Figure 1 are triggered when two threads reach line 9 and write to the same shared variable. This means that the last access that triggered a race is at the top of the stack dumped. This gives rise to our first simple equivalencing method: race reports with the same 1 Commercial tools such as Intel Inspector employ many race-sampling methods, but studies [2, 5] have shown that Archer-like open-source tools are often preferred.
RACE EQUIVALENCING HEURSTICS
top-of-stack can be considered to be duplicates. In our example, the 3,000 odd warnings would all be merged into a single report, as the top of the stacks would all be the same.
Now consider the scenario that the race is caused by a thread unsafe method being called from more than one OpenMP thread, and from different calling contexts. In many cases, the stack nest would appear to be as in Figure 4 . In this case, we take advantage of a stricter equivalence relation where two traces are equivalent only if the entire traces (not just the top function call) are equivalent. For the example in Figure 4 , the programmer would get two copies of the races to look at (i.e., they are not merged). Essentially, the programmer would have to consider each call chain separately and suitably repair the conflicting actions.
We were able to test ArcherGear's deduplication techniques with 105 of DataRaceBench's 116 microbenchmarks. Of these, the number of races Archer detected was always within or close to the bounds claimed by the DataRaceBench paper-between 0 and 450, varying by microbenchmark. ArcherGear was always able to reduce the reports to 3 or less instances using its default (stack top based) equivalence settings. With a little adjustment by the user, each microbenchmark's race samples could be reduced to a single reported instance. To further test the effectiveness of our simple equivalencing methods, we coded up a 2D heat diffusion equation solution and injected two kinds of bugs: (1) conflict between two loop iterations, and (2) race incurred while calling a thread-unsafe timer function. Again, (1) our first heuristic helped reduce the number of races from 10,903 to just 8, and (2) our second heuristic helped reduce the number of races from 16,868 to just 5. All our testing was accomplished using 36 or more threads.
CONCLUSIONS, FUTURE WORK
We presented an approach to equivalence data races based on equivalence relations defined over stack traces. Our future work will be informed by practical situations where reduction heuristics will be chosen to maximize debugging efficacy. We will also investigate the use of reduction networks such as used in STAT [1] to manage traffic across large-scale systems and achieve reduction incrementally.
